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DSCS III COMMUNICATIONS SATELLITE PERFORMANCE

A. W. Weinrich, A. Horvath, A. Harcar
GE SPACE DIVISION

Valley Forge, Pa.

SUMMARY

The DSCS III satellite is the third generation space segment of the Defense Satellite
Communication System. This satellite is unique compared to earlier DSCS satellites in that
it has a six channel transponder designed for both FDMA and TDMA operation and
realtime commendable uplink and downlink multibeam antennas. The antenna suit is
designed to provide uplink anti-jam discrimination and selective coverage with a 61
element multibeam antenna 45 inches in diameter. The transmit antenna suit includes two
19 element multibeam antennas 28 inches in diameter that provide flexible selective
coverage to maximize EIRP allocation and hence optimize satellite traffic thruput. The
flexibility in antenna coverage and antenna - transponder interconnectivity allows the
system operator to respond rapidly to wide variations in the deployment of forces
precipitated by changing world events. This paper describes the overall DSCS III system
in which the satellite functions and presents typical antennas patterns obtained with the
DSCS III hardware built during the development phase of the program. In addition, overall
program status is described and critical hardware elements are shown.

DSCS III SYSTEM OVERVIEW

THE DSCS III Space Segment orbital configuration consists of four operational
satellites and two on-orbit spares in synchronous orbit located such that there is substantial
overlap in earth coverage as illustrated in Figure 1. The on-orbit spares provide rapid and
reliable replacement for any degraded operational satellite. The system operates at SHF
(X-band) serving the Department of Defense World-Wide Military command and control
Communications System (WWMCCS), the ground mobile forces, the Defense
Communications System (DCS), Navy Fleet Communications, the White House
Communications Agency, and Allied Communications Networks such as NATO.

The DSCS III will initially be launched on a Titan IIIC-Transtage in November of
1979 in combination with a DSCS II satellite. A second launch is planned in 1980 on a
Titan 34D-Interim Upper Stage (IUS), again with a DSCS II. From 1981 on, dual DSCS
III launches will take place using the Space Transportation System (Shuttle) - IUS



combination to initialize and replenish the operational system. DSCS III has also been
designed to be compatible with a single DSCS III shuttle launch utilizing a spinning solid
upper stage to transfer the satellite from low earth orbit to synchronous altitude. The
versatile satellite bus has been designed to be compatible with all of these booster
combinations.

After being placed on station, the communications payload will be comanded from
one of several Satellite Configuration Control Element (SCCE) Stations under the direction
of the DCA. These stations will communicate with the satellite at SHF to optimize
operational flexibility. The satellite will operate as shown in Figure 2 with large or small
terminals, and with either FDMA or TDMA. Its six independent channels can provide
resources on command, grouping users by their operational needs or geographical
situation, and allocating receiver sensitivity or transmitter power among them for maximum
efficiency.

The satellite housekeeping subsystems are monitored and controlled by the Air Force
Satellite Control Facility (SCF) and its remote tracking station (RTS) network. The
satellite itself is autonomous, but telemetry status is monitored by the SCF on a daily basis
to ensure the health of the spacecraft. The SCF also provides backup communications
configuration control functions. The satellites have also been hardened against the defined
nuclear environment as well as providing selective anti-jam nulling. Each satellite has been
designed to provide expendables for at least a 10-year on-orbit design life.

SATELLITE CONNECTIVITY AND MAJOR CHARACTERISTICS

The uplink band is 7900-8400 MHz and is divided into six channels having a nominal
bandwidth of 60 MHz as shown in Figure 3. The uplink traffic is translated 725 MHz to be
transmitted on the downlink in the 7250-7750 Mhz band, except channel 6 undergoes a
200 MHz translation to accommodate the exclusive band allocation shown for channel 1.
Channels 5 and 6 are dedicated to earth coverage on both the uplink and downlink.
Channels 1 through 4 may be received on either the multibeam antenna or the earth
coverage horns singly or in any combination. On the downlink, channels 1 and 2 are
switchable to the multibeam antennas or the gimballed high-gain reflector antenna.
Channels 3 and 4 are switchable either to the multibeam antenna antenna or to the earth
coverage horns; channel 4 also has access to the reflector antenna. The satellite G/T as
shown in Table 1 is -1 dB/E/K on the MBA in a narrow coverage mode (0.5E radius) and
-16 dB/E/K in the earth coverage mode. The G/T is -15 dB/E/K on the earth coverage horn.
The 40W channels 1 and 2 have an EIRP of 40.0 dBw and 29.0 dBw on the MBA in
narrow coverage and earth coverage respectively as shown in Table 1. The EIRP of the
10W channels 3-6 is approximately 6 dB less.



Fixed area coverage (1-5E radius) is possible on channels 1, 2 and 4 when they are
connected to the 33 inch parabolic reflector. The EIRP on channels 1 and 2 is then
increased to 44 dBw with channel 4 being approximately 6 dB less.

SHF COMMUNICATION PAYLOAD

The communications payload block diagram of Figure 4 illusrates the flexible
interconnectivity between the transponder and the multibeam antennas to exploit the
selective coverage and uplink jammer discrimination available in the multibeam antennas.
The uplink receiver front end contains a preselector and a low-noise GaAs FET
preamplifier which achieves an overall noise figure at the receiver input terminals of less
than 4.8 dB. The preamplified signals are separated according to frequency by 11 section
Chebychev filters in the demultiplexer. Channels 1, 2, 3 and 4 may be connected
individually or in any combination to the receiver MBA or the earth coverage horns by
commanding switchesS1, S2, S3, and S4 respectively as shown in Figure 4. Channels 5 and
6 are dedicated to earth coverage.

The six channels of the transponder are identical in configuration except for power
level and redundancy. Phase and amplitude compensation is provided with a 5-section
equalizer (E). The tunnel diode amplifier-limiter (TDAL) provides four gain steps in
increments of 6 dB. In addition, an independent 15 dB step is provided for a total
commendable gain range of 39 dB. The driver amplifiers employ GaAs FET devices and
are similar in design to the preamplifiers. Channels 1 and 2 operate with a 40W TWTA
and are fully redundant as shown in Figure 4. Channels 3, 4, 5 and 6 operate with 10W
TWTA’s and have a single tube backing up two channels as shown in the figure.

The payload configuration has an implied redundancy to increase reliability in that
channels 2, 4 and 6 are nearly identical except for frequency assignment. The
interconnection flexibility then allows the system operator to shift traffic among the
channels to handle wide variations in user requirements. This flexibility in antenna
coverage and interconnectivity allows the system operator to respond rapidly to wide
variations in the deployment of forces precipitated by changing world events.

The receive MBA shown in Figures 5 and 6 was designed to provide maximum
shaped coverage consistent with theoretical limitations of the 45 inch aperture and 61
beams. The relative amplitude and phase allocated to each of the 61 beams is derived from
beam synthesis algorithms that optimize coverage and is implemented with an all-
electronic beam forming network made up of ferrite variable power dividers as described
in Reference 1. The amplitude accuracy can be set to within 0.4 dB; the phase accuracy
can be set to within ±3E (typically ±2E).



The 19 beam transmit MBA is a waveguide lens 28 inches in diameter with an
integral 19 port BFN optimized for a gain and EIRP. Full amplitude control for creating
desired selective coverage exists in all 19 beams. The measured narrow coverage gain
including BFN losses is 26.5 dB with greater than 55% efficiency as described in
Reference 1. The transmit BFN is similar in design to the receive BFN except that no
phase setting capability is provided. The BFN assembled during the first phase of the
program had measured fifth order intermodulation products below -115 dBm when
operated with the 40W TWTA in channel 1 and a 10W TWTA in channel 3.

The DSCS III MBA selective coverage feature allows the DCA operations center to
allocate anntenna gain and consequently EIRP to ground terminal locations according to
terminal size and traffic flow requirements. Satellite traffic thru-put is maximized for a
given TWTA power when the relative EIRP allocation is proportional to the ratio of traffic
requirements (voice channels or data rate) to the terminal size expressed in G/T. A
selective coverage algorithm for generating desired coverage contours (Reference 1) which
vary from the narrow coverage cone to irregular shapes to full earth coverage has been
developed and verified by range test. The measured contours shown in Figures 8 to 10
demonstrate the flexibility and operational feasibility of this MBA selective coverage
algorithm. The antenna pattern formed for any desired coverage is the result of
superposition of the 19 individual beam patterns weighted in amplitude by the BFN. The
amplitude weights are computed by an algorithm which solves up to 7 simultaneous
equations as described in Reference 1. Figure 8 illustrates a narrow coverage pattern
(0.75E radius) located arbitrarily on the earth disc and having nearly perfect circular
symmetry with all sidelobes below 18 dB. The selective coverage capability is illustrated
in Figure 9 with a narrow coverage cone located in the upper left hand portion of the
figure, an elliptical coverage shape in the upper right hand corner and a boot shaped
coverage pattern in the bottom portion of the figure. A selective coverage pattern
concentrated in the Northern Hemisphere is shown in Figure 10. The shapes possible are
constrained only by the 28 inch aperture size which determines the resolution at which the
pattern may vary across the field of view.

CHANNEL PERFORMANCE

The 6 channel transponder for DSCS III has an amplitude response is flat to within
0.7 dB across the band. The channel bandwidth is 60 MHz and 85 MHz for channels 1 and
3 respectively, with an effective noise bandwidth of 1.2 times the channel bandwidth. The
adjacent channel rejection is greater than 45 dB. The departure from linear phase is less
than ±5.0E across the central portion of the channels and less than ±25E at band edge.

 With the transponder channel operating in hard limiting, these characteristics
combined produce an excellent QPSK bit error rate performance as shown in Figure 12a.



Figure 12b shows the same bit error rate data with the transponder operating in a 3 dB
power backoff Both sets of data were taken with QPSK having an 0.5 bit offset. Curve A
in both figures is the theoretical curve; curve B is the bit error rate measured with the test
set connected back-to-back (without the transponder). Curve C is the bit error rate versus
Eb /No measured with the transponder connected into the test set of Figure 10. With the
transponder operating in saturation, the degradation is nominally 2.1 dB at a bit error rate
of 10-6 including test set degradations. With the transponder operating in the linear mode
with 3 dB power backoff, the transponder test data is within 1.3 dB of theoretical at a bit
error rate 10-6. The test set provides choice of two data detectors; one is a butterworth low
pass filter with a sampled output and the other is an integrate and dump (I&D) matched
filter.

The transponder gain of the 40W channels is a maximum of 135 dB with a minimum
gain of 96 dB while the maximum gain of the 10W channels 3 - 6 is 129 dB. The
transponder third order intermodulation products are 9.2 dB below the referenced carriers
when the transponder is operating in saturation with two equal-amplitude input carriers.
This intermodulation performance is within a fraction of a dB of theoretical values.

SATELLITE DESCRIPTION

The satellite has been designed to provide an accurately pointing, highly reliable long
life platform for support of the communications mission. Table 3 highlights the key
features of the satellite bus.

The integrated DSCS III satellite configuration and characteristics are shown in
Figure 13. It utilizes the benefits of the three-axis stabilized design by providing a fixed
antenna platform (no spin bearing or antenna gimbal single point failure modes), large
north/south viewing panels for passive heat rejection, and an oriented solar array for
efficient power generation. The structurally integrated design shown in Figure 14 is
completely modular for each of assembly, test and maintenance with all communications
components mounted only on the north panel and housekeeping on the south. This results
in reduced cable weight, short waveguide runs, takes advantage of structural shielding, and
provides an equivalent Faraday cage around the component electronics for spacecraft
charging protection. Electrical integration is achieved through standarized telemetry and
command interfaces, a regulated central power controller, and a common spacecraft
ground.

The following sections describe the Attitude Control Subsystem (ACS), the TT&C
subsystem, and the Electric Power and Distribution (EP&D) subsystem.



The ACS design shown in Figure 18 is based upon a “zero momentum” control
approach which was breadboarded and successfully tested in Phase 1. The ACS orients the
satellite with four skewed momentum wheels controlled by processed signals from the
earth and sun sensors. This is an autonomously fault-tolerant wheel configuration, allowing
a failure of any unit or its drive electronics without causing interruption or degradation in
service.

The earth sensor detects pitch and roll errors and the sun sensors detect yaw errors.
The sun sensors are mounted on the solar array yokes to eliminate shadowing, minimize
the number of detectors, and simplify geometry related signal processing. Derived rate
computed by the electronics eliminates the need for rate gyros to maintain yaw control
during eclipse periods. When the wheel momentum storage capability is reached, the ACS
automatically reduces the internal wheel momentum level through operation of the
appropriate propulsion subsystem thrusters.

The ACS uses the same control laws and sensors for initial stabilization, normal
pointing, momentum unloading and stationkeeping. Time shared digital electronics reduces
the complexity, weight and cost of the subsystem. A gyro is provided for use in the
acquisition/reacquisition mode which ensures acquisition even at tipoff rates an order of
magnitude greater than those expected. The acquisition sequence is independent of
sun/earth relative geometry and allows rapid orientation of the array to the sun regardless
of array orientation with respect to the main structure.

The subsystem design is capable of growing to control a spacecraft of larger size with
minimum impact. The ACS is also adaptable to controlling a spinning orbit transfer state
(which is a potential growth mode using a Shuttle/SSUS launch system).

TELEMETRY, TRACKING, AND COMMAND SUBSYSTEM (TT&C)

The TT&C Subsystem offers the unique capability of operating at both S- and SHF-
band frequencies. S-band is used during launch and orbital insertion. Thereafter it is used
to monitor housekeeping functions and orbit adjustments. The SHF-band is used by the
DCA at the terminal locations to control the communications configuration. It is used as a
backup to S-band housekeeping monitoring.

The TT&C design shown in Figure 16 was selected because:

1. Its performance meets the DSCSIII requirements of varied command and telemetry
interfaces (SCF, DCS terminals, and Shuttle); rapid MBA reconfiguration;
incorporation of S-band and SHF COMSEC equipment; provision for incorporation of
an upgraded SHF COMSEC, operation in various jamming environments; long life;
and hardened design.



2. Breadboard and brassboards of all key circuitry were built and successfully tested in
Phase One. Included are: the command decoder, the master/remote telemetry units,
the s-band transponder, the SHF/S and S/IF converters and the beacon. In addition,
these equipments were integrated into subassemblies with the S-band and SHF
COMSEC equipment to verify all interfaces and establish performance
characteristics.

The S-band TT&C link is used for prelaunch and initial synchronous orbit operations
as well as normal, periodic, on-station housekeeping by the SCF and as a backup to the
SHF system.

SHF commanding is accomplished on the communication subsystem channels 1 or 5.
These signals are doubly downconverted and level adjusted by the SHF/S and S/IF
converters to match the input requirements of the KI-24 COMSEC. The KI-24 also
provides anti-jam protection for command in a jammed environment.

The KI-24 encrypts plain text telemetry data which modulates a subcarrier and is
combined with the spacecraft generated PN code in the SHF beacon. This composite
signal modulates the SHF beacon (7.6 GHz and 7.605 GHz) carriers which are transmitted
at 0.7 Watts (minimum) to a ground station via the communication subsystem earth
coverage antennas.

The subsystem provides telemetry, tracking and command capabilities via both
S-band and SHF links. The S-band link employs a block redundant transponder to receive
encrypted commands, transmit encrypted and plain-text tlemetry, and to transposed
ranging signals.

The S-band receiver is decrypted by the KIR-23A COMSEC and processed by
redundant command decoders. Coherent S-band doppler tracking is achieved by providing
the carrier tracking loop reference to the transmitter which, after frequency multiplication
is used as the downlink carrier. This carrier is phase modulated by the composite telemetry
and received ranging code signal. The telemetry signal is formed by redundant master and
remote telemetry units which multiplex telemetry data into a serial data stream for
encryption by the KGX-28A COMSEC. The modulated carrier is transmitted at 2 Watts
(minimum) to the SCF ground station via the wide beam S-band antennas. An encrypter
bypass is provided to transmit clear text telemetry data in the event of an encrypter failure.

The data handling systems are tailored to the DSCS III requirements by employing a
combination of centralized and distributed features. Each BFN, the ACS and the SCT
contain specialized circuits and registers for remote decoding of high volume, short time
serial messages and for remote encoding of similar telemetry data. Otherwise, a centralized



decoder and telemetry unit approach keeps down weight and cost below that of full
distributed systems. A remote telemetry unit, located in the north panel, is dedicated to
transponder telemetry.

ELECTRICAL POWER SUBSYSTEM

The Direct Energy Transfer (DET) approach shown in Figure 17 has been selected
because:
1. It provides a high efficiency regulated bus voltage.

2. The design is directly derived from the current state-of-the-art subsystems on
Broadcast Satellite and Global Positioning System. The configuration has been flight
proven on GGTS and ATS-6.

3. This low risk, high reliability, hardened design meets all spacecraft requirements for
the 10 year mission life.

The DSCS III implementation provides 837 Watts of daylight power and 903 Watts
of eclipse power after 10 years of on-orbit life which allows a minimum margin in excess
of 115 Watts.

The approach provides a regulated bus voltage of +28 Vdc ± 1% distribution to all
subsystem equipment. This tightly controlled bus voltage approach was selected over an
unregulated voltage system principally because of the higher overall energy transfer
efficiency which is reflected in terms of lower solar array area. The regulated system also
results in lower costs for other user subsystem components due both to the reduced design,
testing and integration effort associated with a regulated input voltage, and to the reduction
of voltage regulation circuitry in the user equipment.

The DET system is completely autonomous, is designed so that no single failure will
jeopardize satellite operation, and is hardened through selective part usage, special circuit
features, and shielding.

The solar array provides 126 square feet of total panel area on two hinged panels on
each side of the satellite which commpactly fold in the launch configuration. A yoke
structure eliminates shadowing and supports shunt dissipator circuits on each of two
wings. The solar aaray provides 1188 Watts (or 9.4 Watt /ft2) under worst-case design
conditions at beginning-of-mission at the autumnal equinox. The folded array provides
sufficient power to the spacecraft during transfer orbit.



A block-redundant drive assembly for each solar array wing orients the panels to the
sun. A flight proven slip ring assembly transfers power and signals across the rotating
drive shaft.

Batteries provide power during prelaunch, launch and ascent, for on-orbit eclipse
operations, and provide fuse blow current to clear faults. Three 32 ampere-hour sealed
nickel cadmium 16-cell batteries satisfy the total energy storage requirements with
conservative depths of discharge to provide the 10-year design life.

The control electronics design yields tight voltage regulation with fast responds to
load changes. In addition the fail-safe control response to any internal or external short or
open failure without inducing high energy transients due to reaction and transfer times.

The redundant electronic power condtioning circuits are inherently on-line for
utilization without relay or contactor transfer, and the transition from battery discharge to
battery charge to shunt occurs without a disturbance to the regulated bus. Each battery has
dedicated charge and reconditioning circuitry. A reconditioning cycle can be initiated by
ground command with self-terminating discharge, or the discharge can proceed to zero
volts.

Three power controllers control distribution of all power by ground command,
provide load protection, enable thermal control, and switch communication subsystem
elements. The subsystem provides safing, arming and actuation functions for all electro-
explosive devices initiators to separate a second satellite and release the folded solar array.

CONCLUSION

The multibeam antenna designs for the DSCS III satellite represent a significant
advance in satellite multibeam antenna state-of-the-art. The data illustrates the operational
feasibility of beam synthesis for purposes of shaping EIRP coverage to maximize satellite
thruput. The same principles have been applied to the receive MBA to provide jammer
discrimination. The channelization afforded by the 6 channel transponder enables
compatible operation with many user groups whose ground terminals vary in size from 3 ft.
antennas to 60 ft. antennas with EIRP varying from 72 dBw to 97 dBw. The operational
flexibility of the 6 channel transponder is enhanced by the uniquely flexible
interconnectivity between the multibeam antennas and the earth coverage horns thereby
allowing the operator to shift traffic among channels and antennas. The transmitters in the
6 channel transponder are designed for operation in both FDMA and TDMA networks.
The amplitude response, phase linearity and intermodulation performance verify the
feasibility of FDMA operation. The measured QPSK bit error rate data illustrates
performance to within 2 dB of theoretical at a bit error rate of 10-6. The DSCS III satellite



then represents a significant advance in satisfying user needs which vary dramatically in
traffic demand and terminal size.
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Figure 13.  SATELLITE CONFIGURATION AND CHARACTERISTICS

Figure 14.  MODULAR SPACECRAFT ASSEMBLY



Figure 15.  ATTITUDE CONTROL SUBSYSTEM

Figure 16.  TELEMETRY, TRACKING AND COMMAND SYBSYSTEM



Figure 17.  POWER SUBSYSTEM BASED ON FLIGHT PROVEN DESIGN


